Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. us caught four mouses ourself

2. her singed a song in mrs moores class

3. Write a compound word that describes what you might see on July 4th.

4. Which word best completes BOTH sentences. Circle ONE word.
   Don't __________________ over the step. We took a long ______________.
   fall     voyage     jump     trip     journey

5. Write the plural form of tooth. ________________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. are those yours puppyes in the road

2. us bought sunny hills juice at the market.

3. Write the correct contraction for the words.
   has not _______________      have not _______________

4. Circle the words that mean about the same as happy.
   cheerful     sad     jolly     mad     angry     merry

5. Circle the correct past-tense verb to complete the sentence.
   She ( gived / gave / give ) us a new book.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. will you buy me a mountain drizzle soda? asked jesse

2. that isn't yours seat

3. Write the contraction correctly.
   aren't ___________  can't ___________  has'nt ___________

4. Circle the compound words below.
   homework       hopeful       sunburn       bookmark       untie

5. Write the abbreviation for the words.
   November __________          Doctor __________          Friday ____________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. didn't mary bring she homework today

2. me mom bought a zcircle240 game system for my birthday

3. Write the correct possessive pronoun to complete the sentence.
   Jada left ____________ backpack at school. (Jada's backpack)
   The twins are having a party at ____________ house. (the twin's house)

4. Write the contraction for the words below.
   could not ___________  should not ___________  would not ___________

5. Write admire to show it happened in the past. ________________________________
Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs. Rewrite the paragraphs.

we goed to the store to buy some food me sister wantd some fruit rings cereal i was goin to buy some orchard fruit snacks but i forgot me money mom bought bread bacon eggs and dairy farms milk

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. owen couldn’t find hi’s jacket

   ___________________________________________________

2. kierstens coat is purple and she’s hat is pink

   ___________________________________________________

3. Write the product names correctly.

   cozy feet socks ___________________ jack’s bacon ________________

4. Write the correct possessive pronoun to complete the sentence.

   Mrs. Miller likes ___________ new car. (Mrs. Miller’s new car)

   There is a hole in ___________ roof. (the car’s roof)

5. Write the contraction for the words below.

   is not ___________ did not ___________ will not ___________